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damsa is based on the following components: damsa.resources,
which provides a set of resources. these are common to any vcl/fmx
application and can be used by any object. damsa.comautomation,
which provides com automation to delphi and c++builder
applications.registry, which provides access to the windows registry.
damsa. a free and open-source framework for delphi and c++builder
vcl, fmx. it integrates a couple of components and collections which
are actually not part of the framework, but only provide additional
functionality to the framework. it also integrates the damsa service
runtime to get access to com automation (damsa.comautomation)
and to the windows registry (damsa.registry). damsa is licensed
under the gnu general public license version 2 or (at your option) a
later version. damsa provides no warranty whatsoever. the damsa
source code is released under the terms of the gnu general public
license version 2 or (at your option) a later version. damsa uses
standard delphi facilities like generics. delphi.integration.gui. widget
library to simplify the creation of windows forms. it is the ultimate
companion to the delphi integration package. it provides a set of
controls to make it easier to create the user interface components of
a windows application. it is based on native delphi components and
features a close integration with the delphi ide, both design-time and
run-time. dceserial[delphi]. dceserial is a software library for the
programming of serial ports. it allows to send and receive data via
serial port. its a high-level library that hides all low-level details, and
has an intuitive user interface. the code is easy to read, has an
advanced api and is very simple to use.
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the following code-example is a much more elaborate and complex
version of the example above. as you can see, the second example

has a more elaborate and complex initialization of the serial port
settings. but even so, it is still the same in concept and functionality.
needs to make a video recording application. this is my first attempt

at making an application in delphi. i would like to share my
experience with the world. i have a great interest in programming
and would like to continue to learn more about the world of delphi

programming and delphi prism. i have no experience with this
technology. all i know is that i have to make a video recording

application. i have chosen to do it in delphi and delphi prism. i would
like to share my experiences in making the application. i am posting
this thread for my experience and learning in delphi. //want to learn
all things delphi and delphi prism. no programming experience. just
start using delphi and delphi prism i've got an application in delphi
which needs to make online purchase. it's a paypal integration for a

website. i've got a json server which stores the data in a.net mvc
project. now i need to make a delphi client which sends the data to

the server. i was browsing the internet and i found the "codeproject"
for delphi. i was impressed by the samples and source files. i opened
the file with delphi and i saw that there were so many functions that
i didn't even know existed. i was wondering where can i find them? i
tried to find them on google and i found nothing. i tried to find it on

embarcadero site. i found only the standard component library.
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